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Introduction. 
The plane elast icity problem for loaded surface is reduced 
to the boundary value problem for the analytic function 
with known singularit ies. The method is available for the 
wide class of internal holes. 
Analysis. 
The elast icity first basic problem [i] for an unbounded do- 
main D can be reduced to finding two analytic functions 
X+iY  k(X-iY) a'  
- + - + .... zeD, (i) F(z)=F- 2n(l+k)z + az + .... G(z)=r'+ 2n(l+k)z 2 
z z 
F and F' beeng known (ImF=0). The boundary condit ion is 
F(z)+F(z)+e-2iargz' (t)[zF'(Z)+G(Z)]=T (t)-iT (t), (2) 
8 
here z=z(t),te[0,1], is the equation of the boundary curve @D. 
X+iY=-I[Ts(t)+iTn(t)lz'(t)dt. (3) 
0 
We transfer to the function z(~), which maps conformly E =|~= 
=~+iD, i~{>l~ on D with the correspondence z(~)=~, [21. So the 
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